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UNBELIEVABLE.
The NCTtyre...its high speed stability is

simply unbelievable.
The NCTis an exceptionaltyre in every sense of

the word. Neutral Contour Technology delivers a road
holding footprint, grip and waterdispersal that is above
and beyond the norm,especiallyin wet driving conditions.

Thisis a tyre designed for the man who owns. a
high-performancecar. Goodyear builds the NCT with
performancefeaturesthat actually go above and beyond
yourcar’s demands.

So whenthattight wet curve uncoils suddenly, you feel
a sense ofcontrolthat is awesomeas well as reassuring.

Goodyear packs more performanceinto the
Goodyear NCTthan you'relikely everto use.

That’s Goodyear...

LEADING THE WORLD IN TYRE TECHNOLOGY
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ean machine: efficient fuel-injectedAudi engine usescatalyser technology 
TOMORROW'S
WORLD
You could easily believe that all the quantum
leaps in car design were madewithinthefirst half
of the automobile’s current 100 yearlifespan.

After all, the most popular power plant
remains the petrol fuelled internal combustion
engine. Westill have predominantly manually
selected gearing, braking is by application of
friction material to a rotating surface, road
shocks are absorbedbysprings and the wheels
still carry rubber tyres.

So, superficially, the opening premiseis true.
However,one needsto look back only a decade
to see whatprogress has been and continues to
be made.
Examine any area in detail, be it safety,

reliability, economy or comfort, and the degree
of improvementis quite startling.

In this supplement, our writers, with the help
of the top people in the industry, have tried to
map the way ahead, highlighting today’s key
development areas which will give a pointer
towards the kind of cars we will be driving
tomorrow.

Evenwithoutlegislative pressure, we can be
certain that cars will be safer and eveneasier to
drive. Widespread applications of ABS braking
systems, sophisticated transmissions which
offer continuously variable gearing and drive to
all four wheels, and computercontrolled engine
management systems for maximum perform-
ance andefficiencyare all part of the future.

All the signs are that the next 100 years
promise even more exciting developments —
and possibly a few quantum leapsaswell.
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DESIGN
LEADER
Uwe Bahnsen is the vice-
president, design, for Ford
of Europe. He reveals his
thoughts on passenger car
developmentto GrahamJones
A small plaquefixedto the wall behind the desk
of Ford’s design supremo, Uwe Bahnsen,reads:
“Neverask a designerto design a bridge— but a
wayto crossthe river’. Whatever one may think
of the looks of the recent Ford offerings for
which he has been directly responsible —
notably the Sierra, new Granada, and most

recently, the Eltec concept vehicle (described in
Autocar, 4 September 1985) — hecertainly
cannotbe accused of design conservatism. We
recently had the opportunity to question him
about his views on the automobile and where
four-wheeled transport of the future might be
going.

Eltec, as Ford’s most recen* statementofits

thinking on this subject, seemed like a good
place to start. What conclusions, for instance,
could be drawn aboutthe Fordsof the 1990s by
looking at Eltec? Taking a drag on the
ever-present cigarette, Bahnsen looked
thoughtful for a moment and then responded,
his English barely revealing his Germanroots:
“Asfar as the silhouette ofthe car is concerned,I
think Eltec describes very clearly our thinking
about the changingrelationship of glass area—
or the greenhouse, aswecall it — to the lower,
bodyofthe car. We are moving closer and closer
with this sort of ‘greenhouse on wheels’ concept,
I think, to an almost integrated silhouette. I
don’t wantto call it a one-box or one-volumecar
because people might misinterpret it as being a
van type of vehicle, but this idea of expanding
the usable space within a given platform is
certainly one of the trends we will be pursuing
further. I definitely see it as an elementof the
next generationofcars which will hit the market
in the mid-1990s.

“If you look at Scorpio, for instance, the
greenhouseto lowerbodyrelationshipis already
dramatically different from theclassic three-box
saloon. Asa result, the interior spaciousness, or

room available within the given ‘footprint’ of a
motor car, is considerably more than if you

compareit with the previous Granada.”
Bahnsen acknowledges the problemsinhe-

rent withthis increasinguseof glass in the car of
the future — heat transmission which requires
powerful air conditioning and ventilation sys-
temsto counteractthe effect is the main one —
but feels technology will cometo the rescue in
time for his plans to be realised: ‘““What I’m
looking for is a glass treatment which will
provide better heat resistance than the glass
used in today’s cars. The research needs to
concentrate on reducing heat transmission, and

this may require somesortoflaminatedglass for
all the surfaces wherebyoneofthe layersreflects
the bulk of the heat producinginfra-red rays.”

Alongwith a basic change in the shape of the
car of the 1990s,thereis also likely to be a new
emphasisonthe interior layout and appearance:
4 AUTOCAR SUPPLEMENT

 

 

 Uwe BahnsenseesFord’s passenger car developmentas an evolution, not a revolution
“The more we move toward designing cars for
the user rather than a shape into which,

accidentally, the user hasto befitted, the more

stress there will be on the design and develop-
mentof the interior. The emphasis will be on
providing a spacious, comfortable, yet function-
al ‘living room’ in the car. I see this as a
continuing, on-going development, not neces-
sarily a revolution.
“One point that must never be forgotten

about acarinterioris that the controlsare used in
a dynamicstate. In other words, they should not
be belowa certain size or closeness of grouping
that would prevent the driver using them
perfectly easily and without the need for
binoculars or out-stretched fingertips. In other
words,the aim should alwaysbe fora veryclear,
functional, well-identified layout. Where elec-

tronics will continue to help usis by providing
the opportunity to group controls together and
thereby makethem less space-consuming.”
The mention of electronics, and their ever-

increasing use in the motorcar brought to mind

 

the whole question of whether the average
driver really appreciates such advances or would
prefer a vehicle whichis far simpler and more
easily maintained. Bahnsen wasfairly uncom-
promising about the importance of automotive
progress: “One set of electronics which I
personally view as being of great value —
essential almost — is where they are applied to
makethe mechanical operation of the car more
satisfactory or efficient, or where they are used
to compensatefor the inadequaciesin a driver’s
abilities to handle a car. I do not necessarily see
electronics going further into providing instru-
mentation for every conceivable piece of
information, whether the driver requiresit or
not.
“At the risk of being accused of being

old-fashioned,I believe that, for instance, as far

as instrumentation which demonstratesa rate of
changeis concerned,a good analogueindicator
is still the best way of providing information.
“On Eltec, there is integrated electronic

controlofthe complete engine and transmission



  

Eltec prototype

unit and I believe you can’t have a moreefficient
system than that at the moment. That kind of
thing actually does give the customervalue for
money. In terms of repairability and do-it-
yourself, I know that a lot of car owners, and
especially young car owners whostart with a
second-or third-handvehicle to get themselves
mobile, enjoy mechanical work. I do not,
however,think that is an element which should
stand in the wayof progress.

“In terms of the mechanicals themselves, I
don’t think theyare going to changein their basic
working method; it is the control of the
mechanicals which will change and will be so
much moreefficient. Perhaps, in the long run, it
may get to the point where a reasonably
advanced home mechanic will’ be able to
exchangea faulty electronic module with a new
oneafter having diagnosed the problem.”

Clearly, then, Ford designers have a reason-
ably detailed idea of the car of the 1990s, but how
did Bahnsen perceive the changing needs of
potential customers by then?

Electronictechnologyis specially importantin Eltec, reaffirming Ford's faith in high tech
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“Although I don’t have a ready-made answer

for that, I think what we need to observe

carefully is the change in the type of customer
wewill have by then, and from that, perhaps we
can work out the types of cars that will be
required. To take just one example,as recently
as five years ago, the average retirement age was
65, and 63 wasearly retirement. Today we are
looking at age 60 as almost normalretirement,
58 is early retirement, and even someearly
retirements at 55 are happening.If you project
that trend, you will probably be facing, in 10
years’ time, a car-buyingclientele of completely
different composition from today’s. Someone
whoretires at 55 is a totally different individual
from somebody whoretires at 65 in terms of
mental and physical abilities, expectations and
so forth. I believe that those elements have to
enter into the concept planning of future
vehicles.

“This new groupofclients would be prepared
potentially to spend more moneyontheinitial
purchase of a vehicle, because they normally

 

|?

HNOLOGY
have a working lifetime behind them and
probably retired with some sort of lump sum
separation, but they would be concerned that
the on-going cost of the vehicle — thatis, the
maintenance — should be as low as possible
becauseof their reduced,albeit regular income.
Isee, therefore, the idea ofthe reliability of cars

improving whenit comes to what an important
emerging consumer groupis likely to expect
from us about10 years hence.

“In the younger age group ofdrivers, it is
almost the reverse pattern — the lowestinitial
purchaseprice is important even though running
costs may notbe quite socritical because their
earning poweris increasing. That said, I think
weare looking at a very important new group of
potential customers to whom car, conceived
and constructed around the elements which I
have mentioned, will be right for the time.”
Undoubtedly two of the most significant

motoring developments in the last few years
have beenthearrival on the scene of so-called
‘people carriers’ such as the Nissan Prairie,
Toyota Space Cruiser and Renault Espace, and
the re-emergenceofthe two-seater sports car, so
nearly killed off by American federal safety
legislation. Bahnsen has someclear cut views on
these two trends.
“These ‘people movers’ are, I think, a very

interesting development and certainly not a
flash in the pan. Mypersonalprojectionis that
they will carve out fairly steady segmentof the
market since they provide, on a shorter
platform, perhaps more usable convertible
space than a traditional estate car. The
increasing leisure-time aspect generally will
supportthis type of vehicle, although see it as
an alternative plus an extensionofthe estate car
rather than a replacementforthe family car.
“As far as the sports car is concerned, yes,

this, too, is a reasonably significant develop-
mentin myview, andis in a waytied upwith the
tremendousincrease ofinterest in after-market
conversions — and I’m talking here about
professional conversionsrather than the cheap-
and-cheerfulbolt-on stuff— as wellas sophisti-
cated customising. I don’t think the two-seater
sports car, roadstertype ofvehicle, willeverbea
large, significant volume of car sales, but
certainly a fringe market which is highly
attractive and can, for special low volume
manufacturers, provide a very profitable mar-
ket as well. I don’t think it would be very easyfor
a large volume manufacturer, such as Ford, to
integrate such specialised derivatives into
mainstream production.
“As you are probably aware,wetried really

very hard to find a wayto build the Barchetta
prototype, which we showed two years ago at the
Frankfurt showat, let’s say, a reasonable cost to

the customer.So far, we haven’t found that way.
I think the large, mainstream manufacturers are
probablytheleastlikely to produce vehicles of
this kind simply because the volume required
would berather limited. Thatis not to say that
joint ventures between a major manufacturer
like Ford in terms of the supply of mechanical
parts, and a more specialised coachbuilderlike
Karmann, actually to build the car, may not

occur more frequently.
“There is generally a resurgence of enjoying

driving and thefun of motoring. Psychologically
itis no longeranti-social to have a nice car and to
show that you enjoyit.”

If Uwe Bahnsenandhiscrystal ball are to be
believed, it is good news indeed for car
enthusiasts everywhere.

AUTOCAR SUPPLEMENT 5

 



Engine designers are now improvingefficiency: four valves per cylinder is one way, direct ignition may be another

FREE FLOW
With oil still abundant, talk of alternative energy sources has
receded. Manufacturers are now concerned with maximising
efficiency from the conventional internal combustion engine
Oneofthe several certainties about the next 10
years is the continued survival of the internal
combustion, reciprocating piston, poppet valve
engine. The cynical will say, rightly, that is so
because of the predominant, and vast, world-
wide investmentinit. Itis equally true to say that

‘it has been developed to an astonishingly high
pitch of efficiency and refinement, and that as
yet no one has come up with anything looking
like a replacement whichhasa better power-to-
weightratio practical forcars.
The future for the i.c. engine is nevertheless

confused. The immediate worry is making it
cleaner while preserving power and improving
fuel economy,rather than doingit inefficiently
as in America. The full catalyst route is
deplorably wasteful even if German manufac-
turers make catalyst cars with the same power
output as their lead fuelled counterparts. The
lean burn way is more attractive, but only
6 AUTOCAR SUPPLEMENT

marginally, sinceitis hard to see howalean burn
engine can preserve power to a respectable
degree. Much work remainsto be done, and one
can hope only that better answers will arrive
before thelegislators get heavy handed.

Better breathing. via three or four valves per
cylinder seemslikely to become more common,
if only because of the way the Japanese have
forced the pace at the bottom end of the market.
However,in view of the cost of labourtoday,it
can only come with an accompanyingincrease in
the use of maintenance-free valve gear.

If Volkswagen is correct, the supercharger
has a future after all, more so than the
turbochargerin the below 2-litre class. It will be
interesting to see ifVW’sspiral bloweris as good
as it seems, and how widely it is used in both
VW’s rangeandin those ofother manufacturers
said to be interested. VW maintainsits case via
someinteresting idealized indicator diagrams

 
which show that the powerlost in driving the
G-40 spiral blower versus that required for an
equivalent turbocharger on a 1.3-litre engineis
highly competitive, in the direct-drive blower’s
favour.

Turbochargingis so widespread nowthatit is
difficult to see it spreading much further. Whatis
likely to happenis that standardsof turbocharg-
ing controlwill rise across the board, as the need
to maintain a wide power band becomes more
important. This, as much ascost,will determine
how much further the turbocharger will en-
croach into the mass market, although the
complications it brings are still a major
drawback.
With regard to alternative energy sources,it

has beena bad few years forits gurus. The reason
is plain enough:oil is apparently abundant. We
keep finding moreofthe stuff, and the world’s
cartel has seenits price forced steadily lower.
Oneday,all that will probably change and once
againweshall lookto alternatives of one kind or
another.

Five years ago,a virtual industry appeared to
be building itself around three propositions.
Onewasthat engines would needto be madenot
only moreefficient, but also able to burn a wider

range offuels in order to make the most of what
there was. Another was that we needed to
develop the meansof turning otherbiological or
fossil fuel resources, such as surplus sugar or



wine orcoaloroil shale, into liquid fuel in order
to replace traditional refined crude oil. Thelast
wasthat we neededto replace combustion-type
engines with somethingelse altogether— such
as electric motors.
What has happenedto those three proposi-

tions? Thefirst has survived, in truncated form,
mainly through otherpressures. The second has
largely died a death; the third may have fared
even worse.
Wehave, of course, made our engines more

efficient in a variety of ways, including tur-
bocharging and multiple valves per cylinder.
Soon, one suspects, we may see some fun-
damental re-thinking of the meansofigniting
the mixture: a pointer, perhaps, is Saab’s SDI,
and we maywitness a return to two plugs per
cylinder. All the time, electronics enable us to
run engines on the edge of disaster without
actually blowing up. :
Yet this is merely the most logical of

developments. One should look also at those
engines which exist already and can run on
anything from keroseneto 4-star. It is evident
that the direct-injection diesel (such as the one
Perkins and Austin-Roverare jointly develop-
ing for passenger car use) is more tolerant of
varying fuel quality: with ‘spark assisted
ignition’ somesuch unit mightfill the multi-fuel
bill. Like all things, though, it will only happen
when weneedit, and for the time being, we
don’t. The same kind of argument seems to
apply to alternative engines such as the
external-combustionStirling.

Alternative fuels are in trouble. Look back to
the 1970s and you discover the enthusiasm that
existed for methanol-fuelled cars, for the
Brazilian venture into sugar-derived ethanol,
for engines that ran on cunningly-stored
hydrogen,for the refining cf the Athabascatar
sands andthe productionofoil from coal by the
SASOL or LURGIprocesses. Today, econo-
mics have written a halt to all those ventures,
even though small scientific teams maystill be
working towards long-term goals. Our rate ofoil
consumption has dropped, the geologists con-
tinue to discover more, and those who con-

fidently predicted anoil run-outin thefirst half
of the 21st century have gonevery quiet.

Asfor the electric car, we have seen the brave

venture of the Sinclair C5 apparently wither at
birth: one suspects that it has taken with it the
prospect of anyoneelse seriously proposing an
electric car for several years. The C5 was bold
thinking, a genuine attempt to unwind the
viciouscircle of battery weight breeding power
requirementbreeding battery weight which had
cursed previous projects. That it seems to have
failed was due to many factors, ranging from
determined antipathy in many predictable
quarters downto the odd decision to launch an
opensingle-seat vehicle in the middleofa bitter
winter. The fact remains that if something as
logical, carefully thought-out and solidly backed
as the CS could not be made to work, the
prospects are grim for other electric car
hopefuls. The miracle battery, we should all now
know, doesn’t exist and never will; fuel cell
technology advances slowly and sundry small
hybrid projects spark the inevitable question:
whathappensif you throw awayall the electrics
and connect the engine direct to the wheels?
Until some legislator changes the rules quite
dramatically — by almostforcing a city-centre
system like Amsterdam’s prophetic (maybe)
“Witcar’ project — the electric car seems more
than everlikely to languish.

Forced inductionis used widely to
increase poweroutputs: VW, unusually,
superchargesits ohc 1.3-litre unit 
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EFFICIENCY: THE
WAY FORWARD
All-wheel drive and electronic control are some recent
transmission developments. There are more in the pipeline
Aslongas cars are internal-combustion-engine
powered,weare going to need the gearbox and
clutch, or its various automatic equivalents.

Itlooksasifthe manual gearboxitselfcan only
be refined slightly in the next 10 years. The
general standard of gearchange quality could
continuetorise to the level set by most Japanese
cars, although the majority of Western manu-
facturers have now gotfairly close. It is only
someofthe surviving older gearboxesthat need
gears of better quality and design to reduce
noise.

Concerningratio choice, it has been cheering
to see how Autocar’s persistentcalls in the past
for. the widespread adoption of overdrive
five-speed gearboxes have been answered by
virtually every manufacturer. It was, of course,
the price of fuel rather than our unsolicited
advice that madeit happen, butit was pleasing
nevertheless. As wesaid then, it is as much the
cheaper, less powerful car that needs wide-
range gears that include an overdrive as the
larger, faster luxury car. One hopes that
frustrating abomination of the cost-cutting
product engineer, the so-called 3+E gearbox,
will die with the old gearboxes the guilty
manufacturer did not want to replace properly.
Greater-spread engine torque delivery will
make widerratio range gearboxes even more
essential.

Theinteresting thing to watch will be how far
the variousfuture forms of automatic transmis-
sion are adopted compared to the manual*
gearbox majority. The automatic in all its forms
has two inescapable handicapsrelative to the
manualgearbox. Thefirstis its inevitably higher
cost, whichis one reason whyyoustill don’t find
many small automatics. The secondis that one
wayor another, the energy used to changegear,
supplied by the driver with a manualunit, has to
be taken by the auto transmission from the only
other source, the power plant, in the form
usually of hydraulic pressure from an oil pump.
It need not be much, butit is alwaysthere.It is
false to imply as a newly formedgeneralrule, as
some manufacturers do, that automatics are

equally or more economical than manual cars—
in some famouscases where this appears to be
so, it is because the automatic is geared higher.
There is one way in which future two-pedal

cars may be more economical than before, and
thatis with the wider adoptionofelectronically
programmedchoiceofgear: the gear concerned
could be one ofasetof fixed ratios or the ratio of
the momentin a stepless continuously variable
ratio transmission (CVT). The CVTis a long
time a-coming, thanks to problems,in the case

of Fiat and Ford, in production of the Van
Doornesteel pushing belt. Everyone involvedin
the CVTin its various forms assures you that
there is no doubt about the economy and
efficiency advantages of these gearing systems,
but not everyone is convinced about the cost
problem. Something no one mentions about the
CVTcaris that public acceptance would be

8 AUTOCAR SUPPLEMENT

helpedif interior engine noise could be reduced
rather more than usual, since the undeniably
fussy nature of a CVT car needs to be played
downby goodinsulation.

Several people are keen aboutthe possibili-
ties of the automatically controlled spur gear
transmission, using electronics as the ‘brain’ —

in other words, the automatic manual. Electro-
nic control of automatic clutches can provide
easily a very high standard of gearchange speed
and smoothness, which makessix speed gear-
boxesa practical and useful proposition, and in
cost terms can make such arrangements a very
real alternative to the CVT. As with the CVT,
this is only really worth doing in conjunction
with a control system sensitive of the most
efficient way of using the engine — when
efficiency rather than performance is wanted.
Such systems are close at hand now,anditis
solely the cost question which holds the
manufacturer back.
What about the conventional automatic —

the epicyclic gearboxallied to a very common
existing form of limited-ratio-speed CVT, the
torque converter or hydrodynamic coupling?
There is no doubt that whenthe driver uses an
intelligently controlled automatic electronics
again, programmed to change gear to suit the
engine’s more economical ranges — he can get
fair results. But even more important is the
ability of the gearbox to short-circuit mechani-
cally the torque converter, to do so smoothly,
andas often aspossible in all the gears.

This helps improveefficiency not only when
driving for economy,butalso when hurrying—
and those who talk of the economy of the
carefully and cleverly controlled automatic must
always rememberthat cars are for people who
do not always wantto drive slowly. As long as
there is true freedom,ofwhich the private motor
car is one practical embodiment, no future car
which dictates completely how it can be driven
will sell successfully. What will sell is the car
offering the best of automatic efficiency when
wanted, and which equally readily responds
when you want it to go. Fortunately, the
majority ofengineers who can provide sucha car
see the needfor fun as well as economy.

Weare nowalso in the middle of a traction
revolution, with an old invention, all-wheel-

drive, being adopted for an ever wider range of
cars. If there is an afterlife for everyone,
including tractor millionaires, Harry Ferguson
must be very pleased, especially as thestill
mysterious coupling patented in his nameis such
an importantpartof the better all-wheel-driven
systems.

Whatcould happen on the four-wheel-drive
scene in the next 10 years?

For the popular car, assuming that current
world over-production continues, it is doubtful

if we will see the day wheneverycarhasallits
wheels powered, simply because of cost. Even
with the economies of massive production runs
— which must apply as muchto the simplest of

TRANSMISSION
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cars as to the more cgmplex — a four-wheel
drive car cannot be as cheap as a two-wheeldrive
one. No major manufacturerwill risk pricing
itself out of popular, price conscious, markets.
An additional reasonforthis is the popularity of
front-wheeldrive, for while traction is undeni-

ably lowerin hard acceleration, it is remarkably
effective in allowing the driver to keep going in
all but the very worst conditions.

That said, how low is the border of four-

wheel drive likely to fall in the popular car
sector? With the application ofits delightfully
simple Syncro system to a 90 PS 1.8-litre
carburettor Golf rather than the more obvious
GTi, Volkswagen seems to have pointed the
way. It remains to be seen how well this
promising-looking car sells whenit goes into
production. Its simplicity is due to that
Ferguson-patent silicone viscous-fluid cou-
pling, whichis so outstanding that Volkswagen
AG, nowadays probably the most technically
proficient and therefore technically proud of
mass manufacturers, has chosen to pay the
holders of the Fergusonrights for development
and manufacture of viscous couplings.
For the benefit of anyone not clear what a

viscous coupling is or does, it boils down to
something similar to a wet multi-plate clutch.
You have aclosed cylinder,the inside ofwhichis
splined to fit corresponding splines on the
outside of a considerable numberofthin steel



plate discs in which are cut radial slots. In
betweeneachpairof the slotted discs there are
similar thickness, slightly smaller diameter discs
pierced bya pattern of axial holes. These inner
discs—slotted and holed—aresplined toa shaft
running out of one end ofthe cylinder through a
seal and bearing. The cylinderis almostfilled—
the air space varies between 7 and 12 per cent of
the total volume—with a Dow Corningsilicone
fluid. Its odd property is that its viscosity (its
thickness) does not vary as much according to
temperatureasotherfluids; it does not ‘thin’ so
muchas it warms up.

When you turn the central shaft slowly
relative to the cylinder, a small amountof that
twist is transmitted through the plates and fluid
to the cylinder. If the relative speed between
shaft and cylinder, and therefore between holed
plates andslotted ones, is increased, the torque
transmitted between the twoincreasesgreatly,
as the fluid betweenthe discs increasingly resists
the motion. The effect is speed-proportional.
The extreme endof the coupling’s behaviour,
wherethe cylinderisfull of fluid, except for the 7

to 12 per centair space, is responsible for the
‘hump’effect, when the coupling lockssolid.
You now havea variable torque transmitting

clutch, of ideal and constant proportionality
according to speed difference betweenthe outer
cylinder and innershaft, which will progressive-
ly becomesolid if the speed difference becomes

high andtries to continue. The smoothness and
progressiveness of this behaviour makes a
marvellous, silent, jerk-free, self-protecting
limitedslip differential — with the added bonus
that if one wheelfindsitself too lightly loaded to
grip, orit its driveshaft breaks, the couplingwill

soon ‘hump’, and putall and not just some of the
power through the other wheel. Use such a
coupling in place of the centre differential of a
four-wheel-drive car, and you have an ideal

mechanism of great simplicity. It will transmit
torqueto the wheels furthest from thedrive unit
whenthe wheels nearest begin to lose grip, but
not too much otherwise. It will go solid ifone end
loses grip for any length of time, so that the car
still has traction.

It is worth rehearsing the principles of the VC
whenlookingat possibilities in the near future
because such couplings are certain to become
the rule rather than the exception in 4wdcars.
One must point out quickly that VCs have
virtually always been found in permanent 4wd
cars designed on the Ferguson layout, where
they are used less arduously than in the
Volkswagen Syncro case— in other words only
as limited slip additions to an unequal torque-
splitting epicyclic, still, in our opinion and
experience, the best way to balance a 4wd car’s

handling character. It is certainly the thinking
behindall the modern 4wd rally cars subsequent
to the Audi quattro.  
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Viscous coupling from FF Developments
nowplaysan integral part insome
transmission systems:it effectively
operatesas a limited-slip differential

   
VW Syncro uses viscous coupling for 4wd
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as with anycarndjusttwo-itieal drive.
- Butit also carries with it a drawback.

positioned behindthe engine ar.d the
gearbox unit,

movementof bearings, gearsand oil.
InMarch 1980tradition was not >

only broken, but shattered. Many
thousandsof hours of research and even
more thousands of Deutschmarksinvest-

-ment, paidoff.

With a carfeaturing a unique —
system ofpermanentfour-wheel drive.

| A car witha lightweight, economi--
cal. transfer differentialiina conventional
gearbox.

Acar capable of staying super-
glued tothe road at 135 mph, —

TheAudi quattro.
As you'd expect,

Butnotjust on ice orinsnow.

  
Its even distribution of power |

Bins tetas demands on tyre adhesion|

   
‘Traditionally thetransfer case

took up space, added
weight, and wasted power abathe

the quattro
delivers up to twice the tractionwhen
compared with a two--wheeldrive car.

  

   

 



BLAKELANDS,MILTON KEYNES

“Aga the back bar motoringoe.
ondes claimthat,“You won'tneed
brakes, you'll run outofpetrolfirst,” for
once isn’t true.

In ourowntests, whenanidentical
four-wheeldrive Audi wasconverted to

: _ front-wheel drive, there wasonly 2.5% :
_ more fuel saved when bothweredriven _
_ at a constant100 kphand130 kph.Taken : :
upto a constant 160kph, therewasa

  

  

fuel savingofonly 1%
=)yes, comparedw ha two--wheel

MK14 5A

 

  

 

  

 
: (0908) 679121. EXPORT AND FLEET SALES, 95 BAKER STREET, LONDON W1M 1FB. TEL

drivecaronaperfect surface, an Audi
_ quattro appearsto use a aoe
_amountmorefuel. : :
Butpaember iis wkeverycar, >:

_ otherwiseidenticalengines canvary in |
: peeeenherbyplus or minus 5%.

_Asix cylinderengine canuse
3morethan’afour cylinder.Most automatic|:

 
transmissionsare thirstier thana manual.

- gearbox. |

By comparison, the additional_-
“consumption of the four-wheeldrive
Audi is so minimalit’s virtuallyi‘imposs-|
ible to measure.

Giventhat, it’s not surprising Audi
| J hasputso muchfaithin its performance.
So muchso, that for 1985 Ss
four-wheel drive will be available | in

    
01-486 8411

 
  

   

 

 
 



Design exercises, such as Ford’s ProbeV, are important in determining the shape of tomorrow’s cars: low drag coefficients are vital

THE FUTURESTYLE
Fuel economy is now an important consideration in passenger car design, and aerodynamic
efficiency is an important part of achieving that goal and ensuring stability at speed
You canbe certain of one thing aboutcars of the
future: aerodynamic efficiency will become
run-of-the-mill. For normal saloon and hatch-
back cars, a drag coefficient of more than 0.30
will be regarded as unusual. It will take a
minimum offive years for this to become true
across the industry, but thereafter it will be
inescapable, particularly when the next, invevit-
able, oil price rise crisis approaches.

Equally, something justas exciting technical-
ly has to happen, evenifit is not so obvious to
everyoneat the moment. Thatis the application
of knowledge from racing to ordinary cars of
how to harness aerodynamic forces for greater
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stability at motorway speeds. Admittedly, if
what we regard as authority’s astonishingly
Luddite persistence in applying overall speed
limits gets any worse, then aerodynamic
efficiency would seem to havelittle relevance.
That may seem obviousuntil you consider how
buyers,bless them, will havelittle or,if they are
well-off enough, nothingto do with carsthat are
not capable of at least 50 per cent more speed
than the present 70 mph limit. It is likely,
therefore, that high speed aerodynamics will
survive as longaslegislators allow theillegally
fast high speedcar.
High speed aero-stability will involve a

mixture of optimum aerodynamic trim —
balancing and reducingto a minimumlift at each
end of the car—and, as Autocarshowed in some
specially commissioned MIRA wind tunnel
work led by John Miles and Peter Stevens,
harnessing the effects of better underbody
design for a touch ofnegativelift. It is likely,
certainly, that on more expensivecars, this may
be mostreliably obtained by adding a minimum
ride height attitude control, and in the even
more expensive optimum, by programmingcar
attitude to change with speed.

While designers have been aware for many
years of the importance of good aerodynamic 



Vauxhall Astra: practical wind-cheating

tunnels are useful design aids

performance, however,difficulties in reproduc-
ing the complex shapes of wind tunnel design
studies on the mass productionline at reason-
able cost encouraged companies to stay with
moreeasily fabricated shapes.
The fuel crisis changed this as well as many

otherattitudes. Good shapesare moreefficient,
requiring less power to drive them along and
therefore the car’s drag coefficient suddenly
emergedas a fashionable anduseful advertising
tool. Audi was so proud of the performance of
the new shape100 that the figure was etched on
the side window.

Ford’s Probe series provided valuable re-
search input as well as preparing the way for
public acceptance of more radical shapes for
cars. Evenso, the more conservative markets—
suchas the UK—still needed to be won over and
taught to live with cars like Ford’s Sierra and
Vauxhall’s slippery Astra. The latest in the
Probeseries, Probe V, has been shownalready
in the US and a fully trimmedversioninsteelis
being built at the Ford owned Ghia concernin
Turin for a possible appearance at the Tokyo
Shownext month.

Probe V follows its immediate predecessor
with a fully enveloping bodyshell, including
flexible covers for the wheel arches. The 0.137
Cdis reckonedto be better than that of an F15
‘Eagle’ fighter plane and allows the car to
achieve a steady 50mph on a poweroutput of
only 2bhp.

Othersophistications include the adoption of
special narrow section wheels and tyres, full
length undertray, an automatic vehicle attitude
control system and a speedsensitive front air
dam. Theclose-fitting doors extend upinto the
roofline and open ona lift-and-slide arrange-
ment.
A major problem with ultra smooth shapes

can be getting a sufficient volumeofair to feed
the engine induction process and more impor-
tant for cooling. The Probe V study includes
special louvres that are adjusted thermostatical-
ly to admitair to the engine bay.

seh

Citroén SA 119 research vehicle combines low Cd andlight weight for fuel economy

Sports car style: dramatic looks for MG EX-E,as well as the remarkably low Cd of0.24
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Here’s a greattip for better engine performance

The New Bosch

Platinum Spark Plug
The problem with conventional spark plugs

is the time it takes them to reach their

ideal operating temperature, approx 400°C.

Before that temperatureis reached the plug

fouls up. Which means wasted fuel, poor

starting and ultimately lower performance

and increased engine wear.

New Bosch Platinum Spark Plugs reach

that temperature faster, and betterstill are

self cleaning secondsafter starting.

Dada

:

PLATINUM “|
All because of their unique design. The

platinum centre electrode, which is sintered

tight into the insulator, allow the plugs

to work at the heart of things, deep in the

combustion chamber. ©

You'll notice the difference from the moment

you switch on, and appreciate it in town

driving or at speed on the motorway.

Better still Bosch Platinum maintain this performance betweenserviceintervals.

And whatprice peace of mind when you

turn that key on cold mornings?

Driving’s getting tougher, so get tough on

driving efficiency now.

Insist on Bosch Platinum Spark Plugs for

your Car.  



 
Mazda MX-02 experimentalcaris fitted with four-wheel steering. The Japaneseclaim thatthe effect is to enhance a car’s stability

SUSPENDING BELIEF
Recent chassis developments have proved that there is life after the MacPherson strut:
active suspension and four-wheel steering are due soon, ABS is now here to stay
Of the future advances possible in suspension,
steering and brakes, the most obvious one we

will see adopted more widelyis anti-lock brakes,
or ABS.

It doesn’t take any sort of prophetic ability to
see that ABSwill spread lower and widerin the
price scale: due to the German companyAlfred
Teves (ATe), and Ford, it has become standard

equipmentonthe already competitively priced
new Granada/Scorpio, even on the cheapest
model, therefore putting the cat among the
manufacturing pigeons. :
The ATesystem is, like the Bosch original,

electronically based in its sensing and deter-
mination of when and how muchto back off
otherwise locked brakes. Its main advance over
the Bosch arrangement is its neatness by
combining the brake application, release and
pressure maintaining systemsin one relatively
compact unit. This makeslife easier for the car
designer who has to cope with increasingly
cramped bonnetareas.

Thecrucialthing whichfixes how far downthe
car class you willfind ABS systemsofthe future
is, once again, cost. Everyone concerned is
working hard on lowering the cost; one cannot
help but suspectthatin the existing ATe system
case it was the size of the Ford order for the
Granada that made it possible for the brake
manufacturerto makehis OE price low enough.

Reservoir

Subframe

SemiTrailing
Arm Nissan ingenuity: four-wheel steering has

rear wheels ‘steered’ by powercylinders

attached to subframe:they are controlled

through electronic powersteering

However, there is some argumentaboutexactly
how cheapersystemswill arrive.

Lucas Girling’s very interesting SCS (Stop

Control System) was demonstrated to the press
last winter by its developers in conjuction with

Ford. Fitted to Escorts, it is obviously less
expensive than anything shown before, and
suggests that, for a change, there is a future in

mechanical ABS devices. Mind you, stopping
distance performance in small depths of loose
snowonanice base wasthe best confirmation we
haveseenof the frequently admitted problem of
ABSsystems, which is that the one time they
don’t stop youas well as locked brakesis in fresh

snow. Volkswagen is not convinced about
mechanical ABSyet, and believes that electro-
nic controlis still the best way. Thatis partly
because it also believes that anti-wheelspin

systems are a future necessity: as both BMW

with Bosch and VW have demonstrated,
anti-wheelspin is tied-up with anti-wheel-lock,
so that to some extent both functions could use
the sameelectronics.

Talk to Lotus in general, and Tony Rudd in
particular, and you are assuredthattrue active
suspension — spring-less automatic control,

usually hydraulic, of each wheel’s vertical
deflection according to very rapidly processed
information by accelerometers about how the
suspension is beginning to be deflected — is >
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Automatic control of active suspension
operates through hydraulics, with
information processedby accelerometers

 

Alfred TevesABS useselectronic control
whichreceives signals from wheels
via electro-magnetic sensors
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4 one certain advance to come in the next
decade. Incidentally, active suspension is not
electronically variable springing.
The fact that few other manufacturers have

spoken up aboutactive suspension is more a
measure of how manyare workingonit than a
sign of disagreement with Rudd’s predictions.
Wefind it hardto believeweshallsee active ride
on anything below relatively expensive cars,
becauseit is difficult to see how its cost can be
brought downfar enough. Butforthe ultimate
car, active ride offers a real leap forward in
chassis behaviour.

Wedo not understand whythe two Japanese
manufacturers who have shown four-wheel-
steering systems are so sanguine aboutit. We are
notalonein this: Dr Ulrich Seiffert, VW’s head
of research, and infinitely more clever and
imaginative than us, says he feels likewise,
believing that the potential gains in high speed
handling and stability can be achieved less
expensively and moresafely in other ways, such
as four-wheel drive. We can see somepointin it

 

 
 

Active suspension, currently being developedby Lotus, offers real gains for the high performance car. Note Esprit’s flat cornering attitude
for a small city car, becauseofease ofparking,
although it would be aninteresting exercise to
make such a car competitively space efficient
with what is obviously greater wheel arch
intrusion.
Some manufacturers, Mazdain general, and

their brilliant technical chief, rotary-engine
disciple Kenichi Yamamotoin particular, are so
certain of its virtues that they promise a
four-wheel-steered saloonin three years’ time.
Mazda, of course, is the company which
re-started the four-wheel-steering hare with.
the MX-02 project car. Whyis it so keenonit? /
Mazda’s system, electronically controlled

from a pre-programmedset of rear-wheelsteer
angles, makes the outside (in a corner) back
wheelsteer outwardsslightly at up to around 30
mph! This makesthe caroversteeralittle, giving
increased agility at low speed. Above the
transition speed, it increasingly changes to
inward-steer at the outside rear, which reduces
the overall turning effect of the front steering
angle. This reduces rear slip angle effects,
making the car effectively understeer, whichis a
kind ofstability.

Mazdasees a dangerinthe very stability of
four-wheel drive.. It is normally very good,
assuming that the wheels have been located
properly. But Mazda fears that when a
four-wheel-drive car oversteps its limit, and
loses grip, the effect is so unexpected that the
driver used to two-wheel drive is frequently
surprised byit, and by what Mazdaclaimsisits
abruptness. Add four-wheel steering, and Mr
Yamamotosays the combination is “perfect —
100 per cent perfect”.

Maybethepoint here is how well a four-wheel-
drive car can be madeto handle predictably in
the first place. Our experience suggests thatthis
is not impossible to achieve — several current
Europeanall-wheel-drive sporting cars, if not
all, are perfectly predictable and easy to handle
on or over their limit — so that the danger
worrying Mazda engineers does not seem to
warrant an amazingpiece of extra complication.
It clearly interests the Japanese, however, with
Nissan investigating something similar on its
mid-engined Mid-4 project. And Mazda says
that the main thing concerning it before the
planned four-wheel-steer car appears in three
years is how to makethe system fail-safe—when
it breaks down, the back wheels should always
lock automatically in the normal, slightly
toed-in, ‘straight-ahead’position.



IT’S BEAUTIFUL BECAUSE AN ENGINEER DESIGNEDIT. NOTA DESIGNER.
Everything on the HondaPreludeis designed to 12-valve four cylinder engine ‘notably smooth’ and said

makeit a bettercar to drive, not simply an object of aesth- driver vision ‘cannotbefaulted?

etic pleasure. While striving for driving perfection, however, we

The powerassisted steering,for instance,gives youall haven't felt the need to neglect the creature comforts.

the help you need at low speeds, but diminishes ; So, electric windows, an electric sunroof and

as you accelerate above 28 mph. 7\ a digital stereo cassette-radio are standard

You've the option of automatic transmission |} \\ equipment.If, after all this, you arestill seduced

but, in the opinion of Motor Sport Magazine | | || by the lookofthe car, that’s fair enough.

‘there can be few five-speed gearboxes nicer to iif Vl LE But always rememberone thing. At Honda,

use than the Honda’s:? Motor Sport also found the beautiful is as beautiful does.

Honda. Our standards are higher.
HONDA(UK) LTD,, POWER ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5YT 
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CHIPS
DOWN
Electronics have already
caused numerous advances
in modern motoring, and are
likely to have an even more
important role in the future

Electronics have already made a tremendous
impact in motoring, as much in how cars are
madeas in the cars themselves. At the start of a
car’s existence, computer-aided design makes
life infinitely easier and moreefficient for the
design engineer. Nowadays, he can try out
ideas, shapes, forms and methods entirely

electronically, predict and visualise how well or
otherwise they will work, all without committing
anything or anybody to manufacture. Having
designed and refined, he can afterwards go
direct to programming the manufacturing
processelectronically. As Austin Rover proves
as well as the much-vaunted continental manu-
facturers, electronics can provide a totally
integrated overall system of manufacture.

Electronic control of fuelling, even with
carburettor cars, is already here, and will

certainly become widespread. The days of the
contact breaker are already numbered, and few
will shed any tears over that. Electronically
‘mapped’ignition, in some cases combined with
the fuelling control, is coming downthe price
and car class scale. Electronics have an
undeniably important role to play in more and
moreof the automatic transmission cars of the
future; there are already several automatics so
equipped. Such control will probably be
essential for the success of the continuously
variable transmission, in order to make opti-
mum use of engine characteristics.

Inside the car, multiplex wiring at least has a
future in simplifying the presently complex
wiring systems of some expensive cars: one
would have thought that multiplex would be
worthwhile only if applied fully. Whether we
shall see a return ofsynthetic voice warnings and
digital speedometers after the initial market
resistance is a matter of ‘wait and see’. I see no
objection to synthesised speech for warnings,
provided that they occur only for serious
cautionsorsituationsin which the driver should
stop immediately; voice warnings are counter-
productive when heard too often or too soon,

suchas for seat-belt off or handbrake on.
The most important thing about electronics

and thecaris to keep things simple, reliable and
inexpensive. It is already relatively easy to make
electronic parts reliable, immensely so by
mechanical standards. The point is that the
future car should be cheaper to run, and to
repair, so too muchelectronic integration is
undesirable if it means costly throw-awayparts.
Anotherarea whereelectronics may helpisin

navigation. It is hard to pin down just how much
time and moneyis wasted by drivers having to
ask for directions, or travelling extra miles
because their map reading or someoneelse’s
signposting is not good enough. The Depart-
mentof Transport reckonsthat in Britain alone
20 AUTOCAR SUPPLEMENT
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Engine managementusessilicon chips

the financial costs could be close to £900 million
each year.
The simplest in-car navigation system is

someone who can read a map and give
instructions clearly. But this does depend on
that person having the correct, up-to-date map.

Oneofthe best navigationsaids aroundis the
US Defense Department’s 18 satellite-strong
NAVSTARsystem. This can give a location
virtually anywhere on Earth to around 20 metres
for civilian purposes: armedforces get an even
better service, downto a range of perhapsjust a
couple of metres. However, the cost of using

 

Electronic revolution: many manufacturers are

 

 
 

 

changingtheface of the car dashboard
almost any satellite navigation or location
system as far as acar is concernedis prohibitively
high.

Theelectronics and electrical giant, Philips, is
very close to putting its CARIN (Car Informa-
tion and Navigation System) into production,
althoughit will probably be offered as part of a
car manufacturer’s option packagefirst, rather
than as an add-onaccessory.
CARINis centered around the amountof

information which can be stored and very
rapidly. accessed from a compact disc. The
informationis containeddigitally, and each disc
can hold the equivalent of 150,000 A4 pages of
information. On each disc can be entered the
whole of a country’s road system — from
motorwaysto the smallest back-alley to which a
car has access. Namescan be added, ofstreets,
garages, hotels, restaurants. The information
on the disc, once entered into CARIN’s own

memory,is then compared with the input from
the car. This consists of a distance-corrected
mileage recorder and a compensated compass.
CARIN’s computer checks the car’s actual
position against its theoretical position three
times every second.
Where CARINdoesscore over any immedi-

ate rivalsis that the informationis notdisplayed
visually, but given verbally through a superb
voice synthesiser. Philips does have a CRT
display system on its demonstration vehicle, and
might fit one on an up-market CARIN
installation. But in Britain atleast,itis illegal for
a driver to be able to see a TV screen, so the

CARINwould only operate when the vehicle
wasstationary. The route information givenis
also speed related. This means that when
approaching a junction or turning, the instruc-
tion “Take nextleft” or “Take secondright” are
given in ample timefor the driverto react, slow
down and makethe course changein safety.
CARIN could cost around £1800 whenitis ready
for production in the autumnof 1987. So far £6
million has beeninvested,and the final cost may
well top the £15 million mark.

 



 

EMPIRE BUILDING
Production methodshavealteredin the last decade.This is the
age of the computer, the robot and advanced materials
In terms of serving up a whole new concept of
how to makecars, the 1980s have been rather
disappointing, at least so far. It was the 1970s,
after all, that gave us Fiat’s Robogate and the
whole idea of group assembly. By comparison,
the last few years have seen thoseearlier ideas
refined rather than producing exciting new
developments. In places, though, the pace is
hotting up.
The current emphasisofproduction engineer-

ing lies in three areas, all of them moreorless
consumer-dictated. Thefirst and perennial one
is low production cost, or—to putit anotherway
—high productivity. The secondis high product
quality and thethird is corrosion resistance far
beyond anything dreamedof in the 1970s when
warranties ran for a year and responsibility for
prematurerusting was something to be haggled
about even withinthat.
The key to productivity, it has long been

assumed, lies in the robot. Sure enough, robots

 
have been installed and human workforces
shed, pruned, redeployed or whatever word
suits yourparticular standpoint: and production
costs have at least become infinitely more
predictable evenifthey have not shrunkquite as
dramatically as some industry managers had
hoped. What was apparentvery quickly was that
robots were having a major impact on product
quality. By definition, robot work is repeated
exactly time after time; body designers have
been able to exploit that to achieve better body
stiffness with fewer spot-welds. Equally, since
every modern robotis electronically controlled,
its work can be electronically checked. Thus
there has arisen a second generation of robots
principally concerned with quality control, like
Austin-Rover’s leak ‘sniffers’. The robotis,

almost by definition, a superb inspector: its
attention never wanders,its standards remain
consistent and it has no conscience whenit
comesto failing anything as sub-standard.

The robots, then, entered the car factories asa
means of raising productivity but rapidly
assumedat least equal status — one way or
another— as improversof quality. Where they
did improveproductivity, it was often ina rather
unexpected way. Instead of doing the same
repetitive jobs more quickly and cheaply, they
proved capable, through the easy manipulation
of their electronic controls, ofdoing severaljobs
equally well. Thus arrived the conceptofflexible
manufacture — whichis, of course, the key to

Fiat’s Robogate and many other exciting
developments besides (though by no meansall
in the motorindustry).
The manufacturing robots are still for the

most part where you would expect them to be:in
panel stamping, body welding andpainting, the
areas where manualoperation isatits dirtiest,

most arduous, uncomfortable and sometimes
even dangerous. The human being continues
mainly to hold sway along most of the final
assembly line. Should the robot make an impact
here thenit may have a more notable impression
on productivity. The signs of such a develop-
ment are growing; witness the Cowley plant’s
robot assembling windscreento body,and Fiat’s

energetic experiments with robotsthat can ‘see’
(and thus carry out assembly operationsin which
there is no wayto pre-jig the various parts with
sufficient accuracy, which is the case in much of
final assembly). Whatis certain is that as such
developments spread, they will contribute yet
again to achieving higher standards of quality
control.
The question of corrosion resistance is one

which has vexed manyindustry minds. Thelast
few years have seen largely unheralded but
almost wholesale changes in paint systems with
the adoption first of ‘high-bake’ melamine
paints, and then of cataphoretic priming: the
results have gone some way to solving the
corrosion problem. To stand any hope of
beating a six-year warranty you have to go
further, though. Zinc-coated sheet steeloil/wax
treatmentofbox-sectionsandplastic spraying of
the whole underbody and lower panels have
been ever more widely employed. Now, some
manufacturers are beginning to look to
polyurethane paint — more expensive, but far
tougherandwith better resistance to hydrocar-
bon attack — as the next stage in the process of
improvement. Some iconoclasts even wonder
how valid the price advantage of sheet steel for
motor car mass-manufacture has become, when

it costs so muchto proofit against corrosion.
Plastic and aluminium are both waiting in the
wings for a favourable answerto that one; if
either is adopted on large scale, it will have

implications far beyond anything we have seen
since the displacementofthe separate chassis by
unitary body construction.

Evenbefore that happens, one otherchangeis
creeping in. The validity of spot-weldingitself,
however convenient a methodit may appearfor
joining togetherpressed sheets of mild steel, is
being questioned by those who favour (some-
times, be it admitted, for vested interests) the
greater use of chemical adhesives. Certainly a
body stuck rather than spot-welded together
would be better sealed, less vulnerable to

corrosion, and would have usedless electrical

powerin its making: and any robot capable of
placing each 50 spot-welds to an accuracy of a
millimetre should havelittle trouble (given a
different ‘hand’) in placing a bead of adhesive
with similar accuracy. Some of the most
interesting developments along these lines >
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 i)Robot welder atAustin Rover factory: robo
4 are being conducted — yet again — by
Austin-Rover.

Will the shape of car manufacture change
radically by 1990? Almostcertainly not. Willit
alter by the year 2000? Almost equally certainly,
yes: but exactly how it will change depends on
the results of these apparently small and
disparate exercises now beingtried, mostly in
Europe...

Materials changeswill occur, too. For years,
mass-produced cars have been made from
mild-steel panels fitted with mechanical units
machined from castings of iron or— where the
weight benefit justified the extra expense —
aluminium alloy. Today that whole establish-
mentis underthreat.
There are good reasons whyit should be so
— and equally good reasons why any change
will be resisted. In the broadest terms, the

challenge comes from ‘composite materials’:
those at the forefront of industrial materials
research no longer speak of pure metal,
plastic, fibre or ceramic, but of combining the
best features of each.
The best and most familiar example is the

material most commonly known as GRP:glass
reinforcedplastic, as used in every production
Lotus and Reliant for many years past. In
effect, GRP combinesthehightensile strength
of glass-fibre with the easy shaping and
(potentially) excellent surface finish of the
plastic in whichthe fibres are laid. Composites
have, however, come a long way from that
simple beginning. It is in theory possible to
create composites from a huge range of mate-
rials. Some of the most interesting recent
22 AUTOCAR SUPPLEMENT
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ts increase productivity, improve quality
results have been achieved, notably in Japan,
with combinations of metal and ceramic, and
with ceramic fibres embeddedin metal parts to
produce, for instance, pistons and connecting
rods of remarkable strengthin relation to their
weight.
There has beennoshortageofpredictionsin

the last 10 years that plastics would take over
the task of car body-building from sheet steel.
It hasn’t happened, and only partly because
the motor industry managers are wondering
what they would do with billions of pounds’
worth of obsolete sheet-steel production
machinery if it did. The plastics so far demons-
trated have been far from ideal. Those in
current use, such as GRP — even with the
assistance of Lotus’s sophisticated VARI
moulding process— areill-suited to production
ona very large scale, mainly becauseofthe time
taken for mouldingsto ‘cure’.
One of the underlying problems, especially

where any layman’s understanding is con-
cerned, is that we happily talk of ‘plastic’ as
though it were a single material, when few of
us would talk of ‘metal’ without bothering to
distinguish between steel, copper, aluminium
or lead. Yet these days, the differences be-
tweenthe variousavailable plastics are at least
as fundamental, and the arguments between
the proponents of one kind of plastic and
another can be bitter. Add in the apparently
eternal ability of the plastics industry to offer
the hope of ‘something even better’ in a few
months’ time andit seemsless surprising that
so many motorindustry decision-makers have
elected to wait until the pictureis a lot clearer.

 

       SS : oe ang ot —_

Computeraided design is now widespread
What does seem certain is that if and when

the motor industry takes to plastic for body-
building, it will go for a process which offers
very high production rates and very good
surface finish — considerations which favour
high-pressure injection moulding even though
the machinery neededis every bit as big and
expensive as a modern sheet-metal stamping
press. :
There is, however, no immediate certainty

that the plastics breakthrough will come in
body manufacture. Before it ever does, one
fundamental question which must be answered
is whether the body should be entirely of
plastic, gaining stiffness through added com-
posites, plus (probably) box-sectionsfilled with
rigid foam, or composedoflightly loadedplastic
panels over a highly stressed metal skeleton of
somekind.

It may well be, though, that this question
will be overtaken by the increased use of
plastics in an area few would have predicted
even a decade ago: in the main mechanical
components. We have nowreachedthe stage
where almost everything on the ‘cool’side ofa
cross-flow engine, up to and including the inlet
manifold, could be made of one or another
kind ofplastic with demonstrable advantages.
Meanwhile, as car bodies continue to become
lighter in the continuing search for economy,
the only way to maintain acceptable ride
comfort will be to take weight out of the
unsprung components. Some trucks are
already produced with composite plastic leaf
springs (a GKN development); the next gen-
eration of cars may well follow that lead.

 



YOUR SPECIALIST DEALER FOR YOUR NEW MG
BARRETT/LE

SUFFOLK’S LATEST AUSTIN ROVER
DEALER OFFERS SUPERB DEALS ON THE

AUSTIN ROVER RANGE

NORTHERN ROAD
SUDBURY
SUFFOLK
$010 660
Tel: (0787) 70774

SOUTHERN COUNTIES
GARAGES LTD
MAIN AUSTIN ROVER

SPECIALISTS
SALES * SERVICE * PARTS

THREE BRIDGES
CRAWLEY
SUSSEX
Tel: (0293) 27101

PREMIER MOTORS
(ROMFORD) LTD

NEW AND USED SALES, PARTS
AND SERVICES.

JUTSUMS LANE
ROMFORD, ESSEX Mp)
Tel: 0708-22399

BOROUGH GARAGE
(OLDHAM)LTD

‘REMEMBER WEARENO 1 IN
OLDHAM’

COPSTERHILL ROAD
OLDHAM
LANCASHIRE
Tel: 061-633 1661

SARGEANT AND
COLLINS LTD

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1924

BICKLEY ROAD
BROMLEY
KENT BR1 2NH
Tel: 01-467 2242

     

    
    

   

  

   

       
  

 

   

16 MEDWAY STREET
CHATHAM
KENT ME4 4HE
Tel: (0634) 41122 

    
  

   

  
  
  

 

       

  

 

       

 

      
   

m= mWADHAM.= THE REGENT
NGER® "STRINGER® AUTOCARCOLTD

(CHICHESTER) LTD (NEWTON ABBOT) LTD
FOR THE BEST DEALIN IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A DEAL TO BEAT

WEST SUSSEX THEM ALL, CALL US NOW
WESTHAMPNETT ROAD 64-72 WOLBOROUGH STREET LEICESTER ROAD
CHICHESTER NEWTON ABBOT

    
  

  W SUSSEX
Tel: (0243) 781331

DEVON
Tel: 0626 4141

  

  

   

MARKET HARBOROUGH
OD LEICESTERSHIRE a

Tel: (0858) 67664

LOOKERS OF
ROCHDALE LTD

HIGH PERFORMANCETUNING
SPECIALISTS

MANCHESTER ROAD
CASTLETON
GREATER MANCHESTER Mp
Tel: 0706 54424

MOONS
(LONDON AIRPORT)

SPECIALISTS FORTHEWHOLE MG RANGE
THEROUNDABOUT
GREATWESTROAD/

Ashimall,Parkivson

 

  

 

      

 

 

  
     

   

BATH ROAD
HOUNSLOW
MIDDLESEX
Tel: 01-5705442

HENLYS OF
FELIXSTOWE

HENLYS OF
IPSWICH

CRESCENT GARAGE
CRESCENT ROAD
FELIXSTOWE
SUFFOLK 1P11 7NW
Tel: (0394) 283221

255-257 FELIXSTOWE ROAD
IPSWICH

22/26 WELLINGTON ROAD
ECCLES
MANCHESTER
Tel: 061-789 23781

R. M. WRIGHT & CO
LTD

FOR THE ENTIRE MG RANGEIN
LINCOLNSHIRE, IT MUST BER. M.

WRIGHT & CO LTD

OUTER CIRCLE RD
LINCOLN

YOUR NAME FOR AUSTIN ROVER

Tel: 0522 35771

IN SKIPTON

SUFFOLK 1P3 9BP
Tel: (0473) 75431

  

     

    
     
    

VALLEY SERVICES
LTD

THE ESTABLISHED FAMILY RUN
MAIN DEALERSHIP

PENCADER ROAD
LLANDYSUL

This feature does not constitute a Full MG dealerlist

RUISLIP MOTORS

 

   
  

 

COMEAND TEST DRIVE THE MGMONTEGO

    
KEICHLEY ROAD
SKIPTON
N. YORKS
Tel: 0756 69321

WESTEND ROAD
RUISLIP
MIDDLESEX
Tel: 01-845 2288

  

 

DYFED
Tel: (055) 932 2288

  



 

 

 

 

 

There is oneoil which is being continually developed — keeping pace
with engine design; so that you can be confident no matter how you
drive yourcar, there is one moving part in your engine designed to be
one of the most advancedofits kind in the world.

GTXLiquidEngineering-fititinyourengine. 


